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To: General Counsel
From: Counterterrorism
Re: (S)

01/15/2010

(U) (S/NF) If NSLB opines that the searches are reasonably calculated, CXS is inquiring as to the possibility of amending language in the FBI's targeting procedures to allow for deviations of [ __ ] ACS and [ __ ] searches when an identifier submitted to the FBI is not ____________________________

(S) (S/NF) As explained above, CXS opines that current required searches are not reasonably calculated to uncover information in FBI systems. If NSLB opines that the searches are reasonably calculated, CXS is inquiring as to the possibility of amending language in the FBI's targeting procedures. CXS requests that the targeting procedures allow for deviations of the required three databases when the identifier submitted to the FBI is not an e-mail account. In the case of [ __ ] ACS and only if the [ __ ] had been a FISA, would a search of [ __ ] be conducted.
To: General Counsel  From: Counterterrorism  
Re:  01/15/2010

LEAD(s):
Set Lead 1: (Action)

GENERAL COUNSEL  
AT WASHINGTON, DC

(U) NSLB is requested to provide legal guidance regarding under FISA Section 702.
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